Abstract-Quantum coding plays an important role in quantum genetic algorithm and affects the optimizing efficiency of algorithm, However, there are some defects in existing quantum genetic algorithm: the quantum coding scheme reduces the stability of the algorithm, making the algorithm easily occurs premature convergence and falls into local extremums. Therefore, coding scheme of multi gene chain is extended in a four dimensional space and multidimensional space based on an improved algorithm. Through simulation experiments of function extremum, combine double and triplestranded coding scheme, in accordance with the characteristics of qubits and the normalization condition. Through the experiment, study the effect of multiple genes encoding scheme chain on the performance of the algorithm. The results show that the optimal results of the algorithm can be better and the precision of solution can be higher by increasing the genetic chain. It is an effective strategy to improve the performance of algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum genetic algorithm is a new probabilistic optimization algorithm [1, 2, 3] , currently it's also one of the hot research field of computational intelligence [4, 5] , which combines both classical genetic algorithm and quantum computing from quantum information theory, has been widely used in engineering. Theoretical foundations of quantum genetic algorithm is very weak, but it has a very important significance at application areas [6, 7, 8] .
Quantum coding plays an important role in quantum genetic algorithm, especially in terms of optimization and efficiency of the algorithm. 2006, Li et al proposed a doublestranded quantum genetic algorithm with two gene-encoding chain [9] , the probability magnitude of qubit denotes as parallel gene chains of quantum chromosome gene encoding, be used to solving probability optimization problems. The experiments simulation results show that this is an efficient quantum genetic algorithm. 2008, Li et al proposed a threechain quantum genetic algorithm with three gene-encoding chain [10] , used the spherical coordinate from unit Bloch sphere denotes the probability magnitude of qubit, which was seen as a gene locus on the quantum chromosome, so that each the quantum chromosome have three parallel gene chain for solving optimization problems, the experimental results show that add gene chain to the quantum encoding increases the search capabilities for solving the optimization problem solution space, avoid premature convergence, improve the rate of quantum genetic algorithm evolution effectively.
From the above literature, we found that increase the gene chain of quantum chromosome coding can improve the ability of the algorithm to solve optimization problems. But to increase the quantum chromosome gene encoding chain, will have some uncertain impact on the performance of the algorithm optimization? In order to verify the conjecture, combined with double and triple-stranded coding scheme, according to the characteristics and normalization condition of qubits, study the promotion of quantum coding , through experiments investigate the effects of multiple gene chain encoding scheme on algorithm performance.
II. PROMOTION OF CODING SCHEME

A. Coding two dimensional Hilbert space
Quantum Coding generally are based encoding chromosome on Q-bit probability amplitude   
D. The promotion of coding on multi-dimensional space
The coordinates matrix of the multidimensional space can be obtained by the coordinate matrix of Bloch sphere and four dimensional space as follow: 
Quantum encoding of multi-dimensional unit space is: 
III. PROMOTION OF THE CONVERSION OF SOLUTION SPACE
A. 
, So the solution space variables can be expressed by the following formula:
That is:
,m; j=1,2, ,n. For convenience, Set
, The solution space variables can be expressed as: 
D. The promotion of multi-dimensional solution space
Assume that j X is a variable of optimization problem, 
, So the solution space variables can be expressed by the following formula: 
The update process is: cos cos( ) 
The update process is: cos sin cos( )sin( )
C. The promotion of Quantum rotation gate on fourdimensional space
The results of quantum rotation gate of quantum phase on four-dimensional space is more complicated , not list here.
The update process is:
cos sin sin cos sin sin sin sin sin sin sin sin cos sin cos sin cos cos
D. The promotion of Quantum rotation gate on multidimensional space
The results of quantum rotation gate of quantum phase on multi-dimensional space is more complicated , not list here. The update process is:
Setting algorithm parameters are as follows: population size is 50; quantum bits is 2; probability of gene mutation is 0.1; angle step is set to the initial value 0.001 ; the evolution algebra is 500. optimization results of function f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) shown in Fig .3 respectively. Function f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) comparative optimization results shown in Table 1 .
B. Analysis
We can be seen from Table 1 , optimal results of quantum genetic algorithm quadruplex coding higher than triplestranded and double-stranded, convergence number is the same situation. Due to an increase in the gene strand, the conversion of the solution space will be complexity and increase the magnitude of the phase angle of quantum rotation gate slower, make the corresponding increase in running time(running time can be negligible).
In short, by increasing the genetic chain allows the algorithm to search capacity for the solution space increased, greatly increase the search space, while optimizing the accuracy of the algorithm has been significantly improved, avoid premature convergence of the algorithm appears. It's an effective strategy to improve the efficiency of the optimization algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper focuses on the promote of quantum coding scheme, appropriate to promote the solution space conversion, quantum rotation gate, quantum chromosome mutation, and through Bohachevsky function and GoldsteinPrice function extreme optimization to simulation. Experimental results show that: increased gene chain is an effective strategy to improve the efficiency of the algorithm optimization. Further research should study the complexity of the algorithm.
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